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Laser Dazzler Effects as a Counter Unmanned Aerial 
Systems Asset
Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate with 
USSOCOM Scalable Weapons Effects Team
A Laser dazzler is a non-lethal weapon which uses
intense directed radiation to temporarily disable its
target with flash blindness. Targets can include sensors
or human vision. This experiment assessed if laser
dazzlers should be considered for further technology
development as a counter UAS asset.
On a laser range at Camp Roberts, laser were used to
damage, glaze, and/or interfere with the ISR systems of
a commercial UAV. The experiment took place during
both daytime and evening hours.
The photos on the right show the UAV camera without
the laser (top) and with the laser (bottom).
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Autonomous Short Range Reconnaissance UAV 
System, Skydio
Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓





Autonomous LAPES, Corvidair Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓
Backpack LiDar with Field Data Processing, Leica
Geosystems Inc.
Situational Awareness ✓
Bio-Inspired MEMS Acoustic Sensor for UAV 
Localization, Naval Postgraduate School
Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓
COPERS, Air Force Research Laboratory Communication ✓ ✓
Common Control Station Control of Multiple 
sUAS, Autonodyne
Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓
Extending Range of LPWAN Networks Using




Farsight, Reveal Technologies Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓
Fused Augmented Realities CFF & E/W Dismount 




Headless UAVs, 1st CIG USASOC Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓
Ion M440C, Altavian Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓





NSW Limited Objective, University of Southern 




Nuclear Material Storage Monitoring System, 
Naval Postgraduate School CENETIX
Health ✓
Real Time Labelling and Detection of Objects of 







Signal Extraction and Processing for sUAS 
Control, Carnegie Mellon University
Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓ ✓
Tactical Fast Deployment Cellular Interception 




TUFER – a Tiny UAS Flight Experiment Recorder, 
Naval Postgraduate School
Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓
UAV Communication Relay, Unmanned Systems, 
Inc.
Unmanned Aerial Systems ✓ ✓
Experiment Information
NPS JIFX Website (public)
https://www.nps.edu/fx
Field and Fleet Experimentation Blog
https://blog.navsea.navy.mil/fx/
JIFX Home Page (.mil)
https://wiki.navsea.navy.mil/x/EhvBBQ
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Corvidair experimented with a high-
volume high-capacity drone that
internally carries payloads and places
them at designated GPS locations. In
the photo to the left, their UAV dropped
a small toy microphone (circled) onto
the McMillan Runway. Corvidair has
attended the past two JIFX events (20-1
and 19-4) with this technology.
This event utilized the Air Force
Research Lab’s COPERS common
operating picture tool for event-wide
communication and situational
awareness. The screenshot on the right
shows the systems ability to show
camera feeds from around Camp
Roberts (left-side of the screen), real-
time weather updates (bottom of the
screen) and messaging capabilities
(right), as well as the map in the center
of the screen.
